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On Fisher's Method of Combining p-Value8
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Louisiana State UniverElity Medical Center

The problem of combining p-values from independent experiments is discussed. It is shown that
Fisher'a solution t o the problem can be derived from a "weight-free" method that has been sugg d e d for the purpoaa of ranking vector obaerwtiona (Biometries 10 : 85-97, 1963). The method
implies that the value p =0.37 is a critical one: pvalnes below 0.37 sugge~tthat the nu11 hypothesis is more likely t o be f a h , whereaa p-valuea above 0.37 sumat that it ipl more likely ko be
true.
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1. Introduction

The p-value, or observed significmm level attained in s particular experiment
(sometimes a h called the posterior i g n i f i c m c e level), can be defined in w o h
aa follows : it is the probability, under the null hypothema, of obtaining the observed result or any more extreme result. By a "more extreme" result we mean
any outcome that would dert the experimenter, even more than did the obaerved
result, to the posdbility that the null hypothesis is f a h .
Now auppoae two experiments are conducted independently to test the same
null hypothesis. Experiment 1 l& to rewlta I with a corresponding p-value pl,
and experiment 2 lea& to results 2 with a corresponding p-value pg. Thua, using
the definition of the p-value and noting that the two experimenb are independent,
we can write

P (reaulta 1 or any more extreme rwult) =pl
P (results 2 or any more extreme reault)=@
and

P (reaults 1 or any more extreme malt and
results 2 or any more extreme reault)=np~.

Is plpa therefore the p-value attajned afs a result of both experiments taken
together! It is eaay to see that this cannot be m by conkdering what it would
imply if .n independent experiments were carried out, and eaah d t e d in a pvalue of, say, 0.8. The analogous combined p-value would then be (0.9)a, and we
22*
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would arrive at the absurd conoluaion that any null hypothe& could be made as
mifieant as we pleaae merely by testing it on the baais of a large enough number of experiments !
A l k a t i v e l y , let us think of p as the probability of a Type I error. Then the
overall probability of a, Type I error for bath esperiment~lis the probability of
guch an error in either of the two experiments, and we are led to combining the
p-values of the two experiments by taking

P (results 1 or any more extreme result or
resulks 2 or any more extreme results)
=p1 +B- P @ z
= 1- (1 -111) (1 -212)

.

But this ~ l m
impliea an absurdity. Suppose we conduct n experimenh and each
reaults in a p-value of, aay 0.05. If we t ~ k the
e combined p-value to be 1- (1 -0.05)*, it is obvious that with this definition we can now make thep-values aa
close to 1 aa we pleaae, again merely by repeating the experiment enough timeal
In t h i ~article I firat introduce the method FISHER
(1956) proposed for oombining p-values. I then examine what ic~wrong with the above two paradoxioal
formulatiom axld ahow that the problem of combining p-valuea can be ooddered
identical to the problem of ranking vector;g whoae element8 are in the interval
LO, I]. Finally,I recall a method of rmkmg vectopa proposed over twenty-five
years ago (ELSTOW,
1963) and note that it leads directly to Pisher's method.
2. Fisher's Method for Combining p-Valuea

%her ~rguedas follows. If the null hypothesis is true, p can be considered as a
realization of a random variable P that is uniformly'distributed on [O, I], i.e.
who% density function ia

Let Y = - 2 1n P, iw that under the null hypothesis the demity function of Y
i~ given by

4P

I

r

fy(y)=fp(p) - = - e P ,
osysw,
Idyl 2
which is the demity function of a chi-square distribution with 2 d.f.
Now if we have two independent stati~tica,each distribuhd as chi-square with
2 d.f., we know that their sum is distributed as chi-square wikh 4 d-f. Fhher
theref~repropoaed cornpafig - 2 lnp1- 2 Inpa to the chi aquare distribution with
4 d.f. Remembering that small values of p correspond to large values of y, the
combined p-value is thua
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where Yq denotes a c h i - a q u a random variable wifb 4 d.f., i.e.

Thus, letting plpa =c , so that

- 2 2 PI-

2 Inpa = - 2 In c , the cumbined

is

In generd, if we have n independent sxperimenb yielding the p-values $11, pa,
n

...,h,
then we mnaider - 2 In (:=- 2 2 In pp aa a realization of a chi-squarerandom
6-1

variable with 2n d.f.,so that the combined p-variable ia

i

- 11
yn-le
dy .
(n- I ) ! 4
'
2

'

-BCnc

Before continuing, it is inkresting to note a gastioular implication of t h i a
general result. Let us ask; what value of p, if it were replicated a large number
of times, would lead to a combined p-value of 0.5 by this criterion? For large m,
the median of a chi-square random variable with 2n d.f. is approximately equal
Go its mean, or 2m. We therefore answer the question by wtting

- 2n h p = 2n
and solving for p. The result ia p = e-f+ 0.37. Thia sugge.esta that p 0.37 replica&
many times will imply that the null hypothesis i~ f a l ~ awhereas
,
p>0.37
replicated many times will imply that it is not f&. Should we therefore view
0.37 aa some critical value, below which the null hypothe& is more likely and
above which the alternative hypothe& ia more likely? The answer to this queation will be discussed in the conclusion.
3. Reformulation of the Problem

Conaider again the caBe of two independent experiments. The resulting 211 and
can be considered, under the null hypotheais, a8 a realization of the vector random variable ( P I Pz)
, that ia uniformly dbtributed on the unit square, t~ illustrated in Figure 1. Probability (1) cornponds to the doubly hatched recbngle
in the lower left-band corner of this f i r e , while probability (2) corrmponds to
the whole hatched part of the f i p . We know that probabilitg (1) is t ~ m
o all
and probability (2)iP3 t ~ large,
o
so the combined probability we are seelnng must
lie somewhere between these two extremes. It should c o m p n d to the doubly
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h~tchedarea together with mme part of the singly hatched areaa, as illustrated
in Figure 2. The question is : how do we define the curve in Figure 2 such that
the combined p-value is equal to the area beneath it?

Fig. I. The pair of p-valuea pi, p a aonsidered as a point
on the unit square. The area of the doubly hahhed
rectangle is m,the whole hatched area ia pi +pa -P1Pa-

Fig. 2. Hypothetical area that corcespondsl to the combined p-value. The doubly hatohed area is the same as
in Figura i; the aingly hatohsd a r m are part8 of thoss
in Figure 1. The curve defining the boundary of the
hatched areas is everywhere convex decreaeing.

Recalling the definition of the p-value as given in the opening mntance of thia
article, we see that the combined p-value is neither (1) nor (2) but rather

P (results 1 and results

2 or any more extreme reault) .

Now if we measure "reaulta 1" by the statistic p1 and "results 2" by the statistic
P , we K B immediately
~
that we are trying to find

P (obtaining pl and p2 or any more extreme pair of p-values)
In other words, we want all the points ( P I ,Pa)that are more extreme than (PI,

m)to lie below the curve in Figure 2, and all those lesa extreme than (pl,p f ) Go
be above it. The m a b l o w the curve will then be the deeired p-value. This l&
us to cunaider the problem of ranking points in the plane, or, more generally, of
ranking n-dimensional vectors.
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4.Ranking Vectara and Ita Relation to Combining p- value^
A practical problem can be briefly described as follows (ELSTON,
1963). A poultry
breeder wishes to aelect female breeding stock for broiler production. On each
member of the flock the following measures are available : XI, the number of eggs
laid per year, and 22,the weight in pounds at ten weeka of age. The problem is to
xank all the birds "placing equal emphasis on each trait", so that et predetermined
fraction can be selected t o be the mothers of the next generation. Clearly it makes
no mnse to rank the birds on the basis of XI +xz, becauae on the acales of memurements wed e b would give virtually no weight to X Z . If X I were w timeg aa variable as xz, one could mnaider ranthe birds on the baaia of XI + X Z W , and then
this would define what was meant by "placing equal emphasis on each trait".
Instead, we can develop a weight-free index b d on the following considera-

tions.
I3 a bird lays no egge at all, i.e. XI = 0, we want to be certain of not selecting
it, however large xa might be. Similarly there must be some lower bound, E , for
10-week weight; and if a particular bird has xz = k, we want to be certain of not
selecting it, however large XI might be. Conversely, if a bird has the Iargmt values
posaiblole for both xl and X Z , we want to be sure to wlect it. We therefore want
an index function, I, of xl and xz that satisfies the following three conditions:
(i) I must take on ita smalleat value at xl = 0,whatever the value of xz ;
(ii) 1 must take on its smallest vdue at xz = k, whatever the value of XI ;
(iii)1 must take on ita largest value when both xl and xz are largest.
In addition, if t i~ any given threshold value of X above which a bird will be selected, ws want the equation I =f to define a curve in the z
l,x~plane that ia everywhere convex deoreasing (analogom to the curve of Figure 2, in the P I , Pz plane).
This requirement, which intuitively seems reasonable, can be more rigorously
justified by reference to what economists call the h w of substitution (SAMUELSON, 1955).

The ~ m p l e s tmathematical function that sati&es the above conditions is
I =XI (a- k). More generally, if we have .n traits X I , X S , ..., G ,the analogous index
9i

is I = 11 ( x ~ kt),where kfis the lower bound of 5 6 . This index is weight-free in the
I=1

sense that, provided the traits are each measured on a scale on which tho smalleat
possible
value is 0, the ranking of the individuals is invariant under rnqnification of any of the acales u d . To see this, let x i = x t - h and suppose we p
sa
r m
1
weight ws to the i-th trait. The weighted index i~ then I = wtxi =

n

[i%;I,and it is clear that the first of these two factors is the same for all in$=L

X

6=1

dividuals; it will therefore have no effect on how t w o individuals with different x's
are ranked relative to each other. Let us now use this index ta rank the points
(PI,
Pz)in Figure 2. The lower bounds of both PIand Pz are 0, and ao the index
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in this case is I = (PI- k ~ (Pa
) - b)=P1P2.The curved line in Figure 2 is thug
the locus of pointa given by PLP2 =mpa=c, and the area below the Line is
1 1

Referenm t o Figure 3 shows that this integral can be split into parts and written

Fig. 3, The area on the unit square that I i e ~beneath
the curve P l P z = p f l s can be split into p&: the
aqnara c8, t h e two rectangles e (1 -c), and the rwt.

which is the same aa (4).
The relation between combining p-values and ranking vector8 is men immediately when we note Ghat the weight-free index can be equivalently expressed
on

a, log

scale, i.e. In I =

Thus

a

n

i=l

t=l

2 1n 4,
wboh in this caae i ~ l2 In Pi.

P ( P 1 P a 5 c ) = P P1+ln Pzsh c)
= P (-2ln P I - 2 h P Z S- 2 I n c ) ,
which 2 the same probability as (3). In general, we b v e combined
(obtainingpl, pa, ..., f i or m y more extreme
' ~ p-values)
t
where the Pr are independentlyuniformly distributed on LO, I ] ,
set of

=P

(PIP*... P, s c),

where - 2

In

P$ is distributed as

22 with 2a d-f. We thus aee that,Pisher'a

6 1

method for combining p-vduea correaponda to thia method of ranking vectors.

It has been shown that Fiaher'a method of combining p-valuea wrreaponda to a
weight-free method of ranking vectors of p-values, i.e., vector@whose elementa
lie in the unit interval. In partioular, the method of ranking haa the property
that a11 vec tom in which one or more p-~alues
equal zero would ke ranked (equally) lowest, and the vector in which all p-values equal unity would be ranked
highest. Although there are many other waya in which veclars of p-values could
reasonably be ranked, and t h would
~ lead to Werent combined p-values, the
particular method disoua& here bath has intuitive q p e a l and lea& to a mathematically tractable result. If one aiccepts the rationale underlying this weightfree method of ranking, then the value p = 0.37 is a critical one : p-values below
0.37 suggeat that the null hypothesis is more likely ta be false, whrea9 p-values
above 0.37 auggest that it is more likely to be true. This re~lultis even more intriguing when we note that, in terms of B a M u r relative efficiency, Fisher's
method has been shown ta be asymptotically optimal among ewntially all
methods of combining independent tests (Lmmm and Foms, 1973).
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